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"It was an incredible
workshop and I really

appreciate how
additional tips were
added dependent on

career phase."

"Amazing!"

"It was so amazing. I'm self-
employed so I almost thought
"I don't know if I'll need this",

but so many great takeaways
and tips regardless of

industry and pay structure."

"It was
fantastic and
eye opening!" 

"It was great!!!!"

"It was really
educational and

provoked
meaningful

conversations."

"I left the session
wishing I had you as
my coach right out of

university - but at least
now I know who to turn

to for the future!"

"Incredible.
Jillian was
amazing.

Thank you."

"The session was excellent and the feedback from our
community members was very positive with many benefiting

from the interactive approach Jillian took. The content was rich
and informative and provided exceptional value to attendees.
We look forward to collaborating with TTC again in the future.”

“The content was helpful, relevant and from an expert in
the field of compensation. I was really impressed with

Jillian’s credentials, and it was valuable to learn tips I can
use from someone who was typically on ‘the other side of

the table’. Thanks for sharing your knowledge today!”

“I received a lot of value
from today’s session and
glad I passed it along to
others beforehand. Will

definitely do the same in
the future.”

"It was packed with great strategies for approaching
the sometimes awkward conversation around

compensation. I learned new approaches that I will
try in my current job and feel more confident when

I'm ready to change jobs. I would highly recommend
attending their workshops!"

"It provided me with so much useful information that I will for
sure be using going forward to negotiate my compensation at

work. The knowledge and strategies they provide are truly
empowering and would be so useful for all women to be aware

of! I highly recommend attending a workshop of theirs."

"They presented well thought-out and applicable
negotiation tactics. They shared their wealth of

knowledge from personal experience, gave clear tips &
tricks that are easy to apply, and gave insight into the

conversations happening on the other end of the
negotiation. I would highly recommend their services."
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